
The Etymologized “Ozymandias” 
 

I met a traveler1 from an antique2 land  
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of 
stone  

                  
Stand in the desert…. Near them, on the 
sand,  
Half sunk, a shattered visage3 lies, whose 
frown,  

And wrinkled lip, and sneer4 of cold 
command, 

                  

1. traveler, (n): One who goes from place to 
place. Middle English travaill- < Old French 
travaillier = to vex or torment, or to make 
weary or toil. English developed the sense of 
journeying (which results in weariness) but 
French took the meaning of work; journeying 
is expressed by the verb voyager = to 
voyage. 
 
2. antique, (adj): Belonging to, or having 
existed since, ancient and olden times. Latin 
anticus = former, earlier, ancient < ante = 
before. 
 
3. visage. (n): The face or front part of the 
head. Anglo French and Old French visage < 
Latin visus = face + suffix –age = that which 
belongs to or is functionally related to. 
 
4. sneer, (n): A facial expression indicating 
scorn, derision, or contempt. Thought to be 
imitative in origin but perhaps from the North 
Frisian verb sneere = to scorn. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tell that its sculptor5 well those passions 
read  

Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless 
things,  
The hand that mocked6 them, and the heart 

that fed:  
And on the pedestal7 these words appear:  
'My name is Ozymandias8, king of kings:  

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!9'  
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay  
Of that colossal10 wreck, boundless and bare  

The lone and level sands stretch far away. 
 
 

 

5. sculptor: (n): An artist who creates works 
of statuary using stone, predominantly 
marble, or bronze. Latin sculpare = to carve 
or engrave + -or = noun-forming suffix. 
 
6. mock, (v): To deceive, delude, or fool 
someone. Anglo-Norman moker and Middle 
French moquer = make fun of or tease. One 
suggestion is that it comes from Latin 
emuccare = to blow ones nose, but this is 
disputed. 
 
7. pedestal, (n): the base on which an 
obelisk, statue, vase, etc., is erected. Middle 
French pedestal < Italian piedestallo < piede 
= foot (Latin ped = foot) + stallo =stall or seat.  

                 
 
8. Ozymandias, (n): Hellenistic Greek 
Οσυμανδύας < rendering of the Ancient 
Egyptian name for Ramses II = User-maat-re 
Setep-en-re.  
 
9. despair, (v):To lose or give up hope. Old 
French desperer < Latin desperare = to 
despair < de- = prefix to reverse the action of 
the following verb + sperare =to hope. 
 
10. colossal, (adj): Something extremely 
large, literally like a colossus <  Latin 
colossus < Greek κολοσσός = giant statue, 
originally used by Herodotus to refer to 
Egyptian statues but most famously for the 
Colossus of Rhodes, one of the Seven 
Wonders of the Ancient World. 
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